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Love is the law of Life…..(apple of his eye) 

 

(intro) No thoughts. Sometimes we just gotta have some peace and not think. 

Because everything is balanced and we save eachother’s lives, and people are 

starving so lets relax about things. Wish others well peace.  

 

 

Lyrics:  we know you hear us L.O.R.D, faith is the answer Government of Peace.  

 Celebrate everyday, not alone, how we pray find a zone, what we say, 

Chewin’ on the word we’ll find a way, O.K.  

 

Yup, it’s a brothahood, piecin’ it together, doin’ life assignments, all we could, 

before we were born, we’ll move along, know we’re here and do yo thang, all 

together keepin’ it strong, yup good.  

 

Like a breathe is a man’s life, babylonius drinks, mad claims, issues (outa) nothin’ 

stripes, but find a wife they say, rejoice with no expectations, funds to paid to a 

nation 

 

Patient, in the moment gratitude, wait youngn’s listen to the elders hold it down 

station I.D. fly free, doesn’t cost a thing, people heal the brain when you sing. 

 

 

Hook:  No thoughts, out for peace, help us Quiet. 

 Calm down, it’s our mind and not a riot 

 No thoughts, let it go, peace, try it. 

 Calm down, love is the aim, now, now we’re flyin’ 

 

 

 

Verse #2:   We see the devil smirkin’ looks like a footstool, look fool, 

 No offense, smell the stench, so many new to this school, but 

 Keep clear, we all feel the same, not a game, money fame stained 

 Lift it off the people, books cool 

 

 Mystery of faith, that’s the ministry, seriously mercy love grace  

 Blessed rest, trust to manifest, all is friendliest, for one, all to stun, 

 Confound the wise, quit the lies, I’m a Sky Highatrist… 
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Honestly, Astonished B, everyone is linked, we all stink, so set it free 

 Learn to discern or pay a fee.  

Faith without works is faith, honest efforts, keep your pace or bout face, 

Just a taste, close the case without a trace. 

 

Oppression insults the creator, and a house divided can’t stand so we 

demand what he planned, who? Alpha Omega Beta  who is, already was 

 Long ago peace… 

 

 

 

 Hook:  No thoughts, out for peace, help us Quiet. 

 Calm down, it’s our mind and not a riot 

 No thoughts, let it go, peace, try it. 

 Calm down, love is the aim, now, now we’re flyin’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Outro:  So extra special thanks to “enjoy your sleep”, and peace to “O.K. 

pick up the phone friend”, and peace to ‘Get him outa thayah”. Big ups to Bubble 

Bold, and R speaks,  also we always remember “as long as it’s gotta beat to it” 

(strolling around in gratitude is peace), just rollin’ along, It’s all probability 

moment to moment, increasing our chances of hope and love in the future,  

And with all the stuff being expressed about Dun or Jones, or R K B C M A, and L 

And Z love, it’s all love, that’s the law, love for yourself and others (love to T too) 

We have to learn to discern the difference. Peace. 
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